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Reading the Migration Library is pleased to re-print Tweed Curtain Passport / Visa 
by Vancouver-based artist, Margaret Dragu. This booklet was originally assembled by 
the artist in an edition of 50 for use in the walking and mapping performance, TWEED 
CURTAIN: making the invisible visible, hosted by Art Gallery of Greater Victoria 
(Michelle Jacques, curator) on June 21, 2017. 

The performance involved a public walk of the Oak Bay region of Victoria, Canada, 
which has long been known as culturally distinct from the rest of the city by an invisible 
barrier, known as the “tweed curtain.” This moniker conveys Oak Bay’s lingering 
Britishness that has persisted from Victoria’s colonial beginnings.

Dragu describes the performance as having been, “Part tour, part agit-prop, fun/funny 
with serious intentions. It was about making the invisible visible; creating ephemeral 
body aktions as traces of embodied mapping.” 
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Copies of this passport were distributed to audience members by dancers and 
performers who, with deliberate confusion and meaningless instructions over cueing 
and stamping, invited the holders to use it to collect stamps and stickers. Participants 
were then led to three Oak Bay Landmarks where long-term resident Fran Benton 
told stories and distributed souvenirs. TWEED CURTAIN ended at Oak Bay United 
Church with the collective and boisterous singing of Jesus Loves the Little Children 
–sixteen times in succession, one time each for sixteen far-right “Christian” leaders 
whose anti-immigrant and refugee rhetoric are notorious. Oak Bay United’s Reverend 
Michelle instructed the crowd to use the updated version of the song, which added the 
colour “brown” to the familiar “Red. yellow, brown, black and white; all are precious in 
His sight...” 

The pages making up most of Tweed Curtain Passport / Visa were created 
from excerpts of two texts woven together: Derrida’s book, Of Hospitality: Anne 
Dufourmantelle Invites Jacques Derrida to Respond (2000) and a Government of 
Canada application for people seeking temporary migrant farm worker status.

This re-print includes pages from Tweed Curtain Passport / Visa that participant Davey 
Long used during the June 21, 2017 performance.



Tweed Curtain Passport / Visa was originally created by Margaret Dragu 
for the performance, TWEED CURTAIN: making the invisible visible. This 
reprint includes a description of the performance and photos by Naomi 
Kennedy and Kirk Schwartz.

Reading the Migration Library is a publication project by Vancouver-
based artist, Lois Klassen. It encourages public circulation of migration 
stories. This publication is free and can be copied but the copyright © 
remains with the artist and photographers. 
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